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Accelerating FinTechs through 
legal challenges. 

AG Elevate is a 10 month programme for selected 
FinTechs designed to accelerate them through 
legal challenges faced by startup and fast growing 
businesses.

Designed and delivered by expert lawyers at 
international law firm, Addleshaw Goddard, the 
free and flexible programme will help you tackle 
the variety of legal challenges you may face as 
your business scales up.

Legal mentoring and advice for 
FinTech minds

AG Elevate is an opportunity for you to be a  
part of a free and flexible programme that not  
only provides legal advice but also regular  
legal mentoring.

Apply to get access to legal mentors, legal advice 
and networks that can help you elevate and grow 
your business.The speed of response and the quality of 

advice received are consistently excellent.
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To find out more, please visit:  
https://www.addleshawgoddard.com/en/ 

Who we are
Top rated full-service law firm with unrivalled 
FinTech experience

Addleshaw Goddard (AG) is a top rated full-service law firm 
with market leading Financial Regulation and Technology 
practices.

We are one of the only firms in the UK to have a dedicated 
FinTech and Payments teams with over 30 senior lawyers 
who have unrivalled experience in the financial services 
sector. We have delivered over the last 14 years some of the 
most innovative and strategically important deals involving 
major UK banks, financial institutions, payment processors, 
payments technology companies and many of the new (and 
old) FinTech disruptors.

What we do
We understand what matters most

Our experience in the technology and regulatory space 
combined with top ranked Financial Services and 
payments transactions experience puts us in a unique 
spot to understand what matters most for your business. 
By combining our client side experience with regulatory 
experience, it gives us great insight into your concerns and 
priorities, wherever you are on your journey to be better, 
more productive and ever more successful.
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Covering the  
full spectrum

Our FinTech and Digital Innovations 
group consolidates our expertise across 

financial services, regulation, and corporate 
and commercial transactions.

This enables us to manage and deliver advice  
to you from across all the aspects of 
a FinTech transaction to regulatory 

framework to complex IP licensing to 
funding and corporate structuring 

with a single point of contact 
and overall expertise.

AG won the ‘Future of Legal Services 
Innovation’ award at the 2018 Legal Week 
Innovation Awards for the launch of AGiD
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AG Elevate Programmes
AG Elevate is a fast track 10 month programme for selected 
FinTechs designed to accelerate them through legal 
challenges that arise as they grow.

Run over the course of 10 months, AG Elevate provides  
FinTech startups with structured yet flexible legal mentorship 
and advisory programmes valued at up to £500,000 for up to 
12 selected FinTech startups.

WHAT’S ON OFFER?

They have good-quality lawyers. 
They are committed, commercial 
and very pragmatic. 
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To qualify you need to be a FinTech start-up which has 
received seed or Series A funding. 

A package consisting of:

 ► an assigned legal mentor who will meet with you every 
month to identify legal challenges you are facing and any 
areas of concern

 ► 25 hours of free legal advice per year on any of the 
FinTech specialist areas, being legal advice on funding, 
payments, financial regulation and technology.  

 ► one training session on a legal topic, to be selected from 
a list of topics provided by AG

 ► access to AG’s legal seminars and networking events

 ► access to AG’s legal updates and other publications

 ► all other legal advice offered by AG will be provided at a 
30% discount.

 ► access to TORCHLIGHT, an online tool which helps you 
keep track of future legal and regulatory developments in 
the financial services sector

Interested? Apply now on  
addleshawgoddard.com/agelevate
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Meet some of our legal experts and mentors:
FIONA GHOSH
Head of FinTech

+44 (0)20 7788 5120
fiona.ghosh@ 
addleshawgoddard.com

AMANDA HULME
Head of Financial Regulation

+44 (0)20 7880 5853
amanda.hulme@
addleshawgoddard.com

Fiona specialises in complex commercial, IS, payment and FinTech 
arrangements. She sits on the Lexis Nexis Consulting Editorial Board 
for Commercial Law and the editorial board of the journal, Payments 
& Fintech Lawyer. She is listed in Who’s Who Legal (2019) as a 
Global Thought Leader in Fintech Law, Innovate Finance’s Women 
in FinTech Powerlist 2018 for Professional and Financial Services 
and as a leading Commercial and Payments & Fintech lawyer in 
both Chambers & Partners and Legal 500 (2019). Fiona heads AG’s 
FinTech Group, acting for financial institutions and Fintechs.

Fiona is a leader in her field on advice relating to strategic alliances 
and joint ventures. Her expertise also includes outsourcing and other 
complex commercial arrangements. She leads in strategic advisory 
work, multi-jurisdictional business process outsourcings (back and 
middle office) platform integration and global administration services 
for multinational corporations, banks, asset managers and global 
insurers.

She specialises in advising in the field of payment services including 
digital and mobile payment solutions, payment aggregation 
and merchant acquiry and is a regular speaker at international 
conference events on Commercial, FinTech and Payments law.

Amanda is rated as one of only two “star individuals” in the UK 
for consumer finance in the guide to the legal profession, as 
well as having a leading regulatory practice in consumer credit 
regulation and payment services, and provides regulatory advice 
to a significant number of financial services clients including all 
the UK clearing banks. She advises a wide range of clients on 
regulatory compliance with the Consumer Credit Act, Financial 
Services Authority regulation for banks and mortgage lenders, the 
Payment Services Directive and consumer protection. She also 
has extensive experience supporting due diligence on mergers and 
acquisitions and securitisation transactions. She now heads up the 
Financial Regulation Team and is Head of Brexit for the firm. 

William heads our Payments practice and is a Partner based in 
the corporate/commercial division. He has advised on some of the 
most significant payment transactions and innovations in the UK 
over the last ten years and regularly works for banks, technology 
companies and payments processors on a wide variety of corporate 
and commercial transactions including mergers and acquisitions 
(M&A), partnerships, joint ventures and commercial arrangements. 
His experience includes the joint venturing and disposal of 
HSBC’s payment processing business to Global Payments. More 
recently he has assisted on the legal implementation of digital 
mobile payments for a major UK bank with various technology and 
payment network providers.

WILLIAM JAMES
Head of Payments

+44 (0)20 7880 5771
william.james@
addleshawgoddard.com

One of the country’s leading experts in 
consumer credit and regulation

CHAMBERS AND PARTNERS

Creative, solutions-oriented payments 
practitioner

CHAMBERS AND PARTNERS 

Exceptional first-class all around

THE LEGAL 500 

David advises on transactional corporate matters, business 
process and IT outsourcing arrangements and software/technology 
and IP exploitation. He has a particular focus on private equity, 
venture capital work and in working with entrepreneurs seeking to 
exploit new technologies. David has advised leading FinTech FNZ 
on many of its commercial arrangements with major UK banks and 
insurers and a leading national building society in its venture capital 
investments into a number of FinTechs. 

David is recognised as a leading individual in The Legal 500 under 
the IT & Telecoms category and noted as particularly active in the 
digital and fintech sectors in relation to corporate transactions.

DAVID ANDERSON
FS Digital Lead

+44 (0)74 3680 8144
david.anderson@
addleshawgoddard.com

David provides flexible advice and support in 
the timescale required. He is easy to deal with 
and understands our business, its technology 
and how to protect it

MARTIN BRUCE, HEAD OF LEGAL, FNZ
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Fiona Ghosh has a clear view of 
the legal aspects, the practical 
application of regulations and 

also the approach of other 
institutions.

CHAMBERS 2019

AG awarded ‘Best Use of 
Technology’ at the Legal 

Week British Legal Awards 
2018. 

Next steps:
We would love for you to be a part of AG Elevate 
2019. If you would like to know more, visit 
addleshawgoddard.com/agelevate. If you have any 
questions, please contact Martin Rennie on

martin.rennie@addleshawgoddard.com
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Ross is an expert in the field of data 
compliance proving himself to be a master of 
the subject, able to quickly identify the crux 
of the issue and is commercially minded in 
presenting solutions. 

ROSS MCKENZIE
Partner

+44 (0)12 2496 5418
ross.mckenzie@
addleshawgoddard.com

Ross advises on commercial contracts, IP, and IT matters, and 
focusses on data privacy compliance.

He works for a range FTSE100 and 250 companies and is a 
qualified data protection practitioner. He holds a masters in IT 
and telecommunications law with distinction focussed on data 
privacy and the General Data Protection Regulation. Ross takes 
a pragmatic and commercial approach to his data advice with a 
financial services client noting that Ross has “a total grasp of the 
GDPR” and is “able to make it understandable and interesting”.

Ross has a particular expertise advising on data processor matters 
having advised cloud providers of services and an internationally 
recognised software services provider.

She has strong experience and knowledge 
across the Fintech sector, and provides 
strategic, commercial and pragmatic advice 
which is tailored to the specific needs and 
pressures of our fast-moving, constantly 
changing business. 

RICHARD EVETTS, COO, BINK 

ELVAN HUSSEIN
FS Transaction Partner

+44 (0)20 7160 3431
elvan.hussein@
addleshawgoddard.com

Elvan has experience advising on a broad range of corporate 
transactions in the FinTEch sector including domestic and cross-
border M&A transactions, investments, fund raisings, joint ventures 
and shareholder arrangements. Clients that Elvan has advised 
include banks, clearing houses and FinTechs.
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